They were best friends from the best of families.
Then they committed a crime against their country,
and became the two most wanted men in America.

A PROVOCATIVE AND THRILLING MOTION PICTURE FROM
THE DIRECTOR OF "MIDNIGHT COWBOY" AND "YANKS"-
STARRING TWO OF TODAY'S HOTTEST YOUNG ACTORS.

THE FALCON & THE SNOWMAN
A true story
GABRIEL KATZKA • HEMDALE • JOHN SCHLESINGER • TIMOTHY HUTTON • SEAN PENN "THE FALCON AND THE SNOWMAN"
JUDY PETERS • JOE SATRIANI • JAMES B. RUSSELL • ALLEN PAYNE • JOHN DALY • ROBERT LINDSEY
STEVEN ZAillian • EUGENE TETTY • GABRIEL KATZKA • JOHN SCHLESINGER • JOHN SCHLESINGER

FREE PREVIEW SCREENING
Thursday, January 24th, 8:00 p.m.
SACK CHERI III
DALTON STREET
Passes available in room 401, Student Center